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How does Kramer curtail his addiction to TV?

How does Elaine find a mohel for the baby of her friend’s son?
A. She looks through the Yellow Pages.
B. She canvasses friends.
C. She visits kosher butcher shops.
D. She attends a B’nai B’rith luncheon.

As the godfather, what is Jerry’s function at the baby’s birth?

George receives hot stock tips from whom?
A. Pensky
B. Boesky
C. Wilkenson

Jerry refuses to allow what food in his refrigerator?

What soap opera is Kramer addicted to?
A. General Hospital
B. The Bold and the Beautiful
C. The Young and the Restless

According to Elaine, people should be seated in restaurants based on what principle?

Level 3: Tough Monkey Questions

10. He plans to pay for everything.
11. He plans a preemptive breakup.
12. He plans to withhold sex.
13. Jerry appears on the Tonight show with what artist?
14. What is the title of the NBC sitcom pilot that Jerry and George cowrote?
15. What celebrity frequents Elaine’s health club?
16. Pe Wee Herman
17. Tom Cruise
18. Woody Allen
20. Kramer photographs whom in a men’s bathroom stall?

32. Kramer photographs whom in a men’s bathroom stall?

32. According to George, which of the following situations is a good “personality showcase” for him?
33. A job interview
34. A double date
35. A therapy session
36. A karaoke bar

37. Jerry has lunch with George’s ex-girlfriend so he can
38. Jerry has lunch with George’s ex-girlfriend so he can
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